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According to a little noticed quote in the Washington Post earlier this month which has attracted virtually no

media attention, President Obama told gun control advocate Sarah Brady that his administration is working

“under the radar” to sneak attack the second amendment rights of American citizens.

During a March 30 meeting between Jim and Sarah Brady and White House Press Secretary Jay Carney, at

which Obama “dropped in,” the president reportedly told Brady, “I just want you to know that we are

working on it (gun control)….We have to go through a few processes, but under the radar.”

The quote appeared in an April 11 Washington Post story about Obama’s gun control czar Steve Croley.

“What is truly startling about this story is the way it has been totally ignored by the rest of the media,” writes

Jeff Knox….”Even the folks at the Brady bunch are not spreading the news about the stunning reassurances

from the president. There is nothing on their website discussing or even mentioning Obama’s chat with Jim

and Sarah.”

The Obama administration has repeatedly invoked rhetoric about the flow of guns being smuggled from the

U.S. into Mexico as a talking point with which to chill gun rights of American citizens.

Just months into his term in the Oval Office, Obama told Mexican President Felipe Calderon that the U.S. was

to blame for much of Mexico’s drug violence because of firearms that were purchased in America.

A d v e r t i s e m e n t

“I will not pretend that this is Mexico’s responsibility alone. The demand for these drugs in the United States

is what’s helping keep these cartels in business,” Obama told Calderon during a press conference. “This war is

being waged with guns purchased not here, but in the United States. More than 90 percent of the guns

recovered in Mexico come from the United States, many from gun shops that line our shared border.”

However, it was recently revealed that the U.S. government itself was responsible for smuggling guns over the

border which ended up directly in the hands of Mexican drug lords. Under operation “Fast and Furious,” the

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms, and Explosives “Sanctioned the purchase of weapons in U.S. gun

shops and tracked the smuggling route to the Mexican border. Reportedly, more than 2,500 firearms were sold

to straw buyers who then handed off the weapons to gunrunners under the nose of ATF.”

The ATF claimed the program was an effort to identify criminals by seeing where the guns ended up, but once

across the border, “the agency seemed to lose track of the weapons,” reports Laura Carlsen. The firearms

ended up in the hands of Mexico’s ruthless crime gangs and have been used to kill U.S. border agents and

other innocent people.

When confronted on the issue, Obama simply denied all knowledge of the program.

In addition, as we reported earlier this week, Jesus Vicente Zambada Niebla, the “logistical coordinator” for a

top Mexican drug-trafficking gang, Sinaloa, that was responsible for purchasing the CIA torture jet that
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crashed with four tons on cocaine on board back in 2007, also obtained guns from the U.S. that were later

used to kill people in Mexico City. Niebla recently told the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of

Illinois in Chicago that he has been working for the U.S. government since January 2004.

Despite these revelations, the Obama administration is still pushing ahead with a proposal to force gun dealers

in Arizona, Texas, New Mexico and California to report the sales of two or more semi-automatic rifles to the

same person at one time or during any five business days directly to the the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,

Firearms and Explosives.
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Could the plan to make gun dealers in these four states report to the government who is purchasing firearms

be part of the sneak attack Obama promised Brady last month?

Obama attracted the fury of gun rights activists in 2008 when he said that Americans frustrated with the

declining economy “cling to guns or religion” as a means of relieving their stress.
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